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Abatract

Money management is an activity in which agents are often evaluated on the basis of

their relative performance. In this article, we coneider an oligopolistic market in which some

informed traders aim at maximizing their relntive performance rather than their nbsolute

performance. First, we define a relative performance equilibrium (RPE) and derive condi-

tiona for existence and uniqueness of such an equilibrium. Second, we analyze equilibrium

trading strategiea. We shaw that the relative performance evaluation strengthens competi-

tion among agenta. In particular, if all informed agents observe the same signal, the RPE

strategy is the Walrasian strategy, i.e., the strategy played when (i) traders maximize their

absolute pertormance and (ii) act as price-takers. One of the consequences is that the level

of informational efHciency is higher than when agents maximize their absolute performance.
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Introduction

Money management falls into the category of activities in which agents are evaluated ac-

cording to relative performance. As observed by Lakonishok, Shleifer and Vishny (1992)

"The objective dif8culty in evaluating money managers' performance and separating "luck"

from "skil]" create agency problems between institutional money managers and fund spon-

sors. Typically, money managera are evaluated against each other. "

Brown, Harlow and Starks (Hereaher BHS, 1996) study the influence of money manager's

relative performance objective on investment decisiona. Assuming that managers are eval-

vated on a yearly besis, they show that mid-year "losers" increase fund volatility in the

latter part of the year to a greater extent than mid-year "winners". They conclude that

"the tournament syatem provides incentives for managers to alter the essential nature ot

their portfolio... Managers appear to act in a manner consiatent with their own best inter-

est, but not neoessarily that of their shareholders".

Z'he relative performance objective of fund managers is generated by (i) their compensation

acheme which often relates managers' compensation to the size of the managed funds (see

Khorana (1996, Section 2) and (ii) investors' choice oí funds. As empirical evidence shows,

flows in and out of funds are positively correlated to their past performance (See Ippolito

(1992), Sirri and Tuffano (1993) and [.ettau (1997)) ~

The goal of this paper is to analyze trading strategies in a market in which some informed

agents sim at maximizing their relative performance rather than their absolute performance.

We consider an oligopolistic version of Kyle (1985)~. Three types of agents participate in

the market: informed traders who receive the same signal about the liquidation value of the

risky asset traded, noise traders and a market maker. Informed traders and noise traders

submit orders, the macket maker observes the aggregate order flow and sets a price effi-

ciently. In such a framework, ex-ante, informed traders are identical. Ex-post, the only

source of difference in performances between informed traders is their trading strategy. As

a consoquence, relative performance evaluation reveals informed investors' ability (or not)

~The relative performance objective is also consistent with Zwiebel's (1995) argument that managers derivc

reputatiou (rom good relative performance.
~The assumption of imperfect competition follows from empirical evidence that trades by some institutional

im-estore influence prices (see Grinblatt and Titman (1989) and Lakonishok, Shleiter and Vishny (1992)).
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to outperform their opponents.

Íollowing De Long, Shleifer, Summers and Waldmann (1990), we consider two ways of

measuring the relative performance of an agent. The first one is the difference betwcen his

realized profit and the average profit realized in the market. The second one is the difíer-

ence between the utility derived from the realized profit and the average utility realized in

the market. We show that if informed traders sim at maximizing their relative profits, a

relative performance equilibrium fails to exist. The reason is that since all traders buy (or

short-sell) at the same price, they expect the same average profit. As a consequence, for

any quantity traded by opponents, the larger (in absolute value) the quantity traded, thc

larger the expected relative profit. As a consequence, there is no limit to the quantity a

trader is willing to trade.

If informed traders sim at maximizing their relative realized utility, we show that the rel-

ative performance equilibrium strategy is the Walrasian strategy, i.e., the strategy that

would be played in equilibrium in a market in which traders (i) maximize their absolute

performance (i.e., expected utility) and (ii) act as price takers.

This result can be explained as follows. Consider ttaders as Cournot oligopolists facing the

same total cost function, and interpret expected profits as revenues from trading activity

and the risk borne as the total cxlst. Since traders expect the same average profit, the larger

the quantity traded, the larger the profit expected and the larger the total cost faced. Flrr-

thermore, for any quantity traded lower than the price-taking quantity, the average profit

is larger than the, rnarginal cost ( as is the case in a Cournot equilibrium). Assume now that

for some quantity traded (i) an agent expects the same profits as her opponents and (ií) her

average revenue is larger than her marginal cost. If this agent "deviates" from this quantity

by slightly increasing the quantity she trades ( so that she keeps her average reve.nue strictly

larger than her margina] cost) , she decreases the average revenue of all agents (including

herself) and increases her total cost. However, since she increases the quantity she trades,

she expect a larger revenue than her opponents. If the difference in revenue generated by

this deviation is larger than the difference in total cost, then the "deviator" has increased

her relative profit. Now, if agents trade the Walrasian quantity, their average revenue is

equal to the marginal cost. It follows that any deviation from this strategy leads to a lower

performance relative to competitors. Therefore, if traders sim at maximizing their relative

expect.c~d utility and trade in an oligopolistic market then, in equilibrium, they neglect their
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rnarket power and act as price takers.

'1'his result has both welfare-increasing and welfare-decreasing consequenc:es. First, the rel-

ative performance objective creates an age.ncy problem. Fund managers (informed traders

in our model) do not act so as to maximize the wealth of fund investors. As a consequence,

the relative performance objective reduces fund investors welfare. Seconcí, in equilibrium,

the level of informational efficiency is higher than in an equilibrium in which inforrned

traders maximize their absolute performance. It follows that the maximization of relative

performances by informed traders reduces losses suffered by uninformed traders.

Our results should be compared to those of BHS (1996), Admati and Pfleiderer (1996) and

those on informed speculation in oligopolistic markets. BHS show that poor performances

in early subperiods (of the evaluation period) lead to riskier strategies in the later subp~

riod. In this setup, our model would address the following issue: what is fund managers'

investment strategy at the beginning of the evaluation period ?(i.e, when there is no infor-

mation available about the performance of opponents). For example, consider two starting

funds with the same orientation (so that there is no record of their past períormances and

they are likely to invest in the same stocks). These two funds are likely to be considered

as equivalent by an outsider, hence being relatively evaluated. The question is then, what

will be the strategy of these managers in the initial investment period? Our results suggest

that if managers invest in large markets (i.e., market in which they have no market power),

then the maximization of relative performance (rather than absolute performance) does

not influence their investment strategy (with respect to that played if they had maximized

their absolttte performance). Conversely, if managers invest in small markets, relative per-

formance maximization provides incentives to trade more aggressively.

Admati and Pfíeiderer (1996) question the usefulness of a benchmark-adjustment in fund

managers' compensation. Their general conclusion is that benchmark-adjusted compensa-

tion contracts are not in the interest of fund investors. The main difference between Admati

and Pfleiderer's model and ours comes from the choice of the benchmark. In their model,

a fund manager faces no competition and thus is evaluated with respect to an exogenous

benchmark portfolio. To motivate this choice they give the following example. " Suppose

an portfolio manager investing in Japanese stocks realizes a return of 27PIo. How wel] has

she performed? A good answer to this question cannot be given without knowing how

well .lapanese stoc:ks performed in the aggregate." The question we ask is different. In an
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cr,onomy with several competing fund managers, if one of them has outperformed a pre-

specified benchmark portfolio by 2Plo, how wel] has she performed? Probably, the answer

depends on the performance of her competitors. Therefore, we study the influence of an

e~adoqenous benchmark ( which represents the performance of all competing funds) on the

portfolio decision of each fund manager.

Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) and Holden and Subrahmanyam (1992) study an oligopolistic

version of Kyle's (1985) model. They show that informed traders compete very aggres-

sively and, in a multi-period suction model, cause most of their common private informa-

tion almost immediately. Holden and Subrahmanyam explain that imperfectly c:ompetitive

informed traders cannot collude to exploit their rent slowly. The noncooperative setting

results in aggressive competition. Here, we have shown that in the context of a single auc-

tion, relative performance evaluation strengthens competition among traders to the extent

that, in equilibrium, they neglect their market power. Flirthermore, the aggressiveness of

trading strategies is independent of the number of informed traders. Two informed agents

are enough to generate Walrasian strategies in equilibrium.

Our results can also be interpreted in an evolutionary setup. In such a context, they extend

the results on the long run survival of irrational traders in oligopolistic markets. We show

that in an economy in which success breeds imitation, a relative performance equilibrium

strategy performs better than any other strategy. Therefore, it should survive in the long

run. So far, it had only been shown that some types of noise traders (Palomino, 1996) or

overconfident traders (Kyle and Wang, 1997) can drive rational agents (i.e., profit or utility

maximizers) out of the market in the long run3. These articles do not answer the following

question: What strategy does survive the market test? We answer this question. A relative

performance equilibrium strategy survives the market test against any other strategy.

Eventhough relative performance maximization is generated by the nature of the compe-

tition among funds, the relative performance evaluation of money managers is consistent

with results derived by the literature on the evaluation of agents in groups (Lazear and

Rozen, 1981, Holmstr6m, 1982, Green and Stokey, 1983, Mookhetjee, 1984). Roughly,

compensation of agents according to relative performance is preferable to compensation

;Kylc and Wang ( 1997) also derive conditions under which an overconfident strategy strictly dominates a

r.~Lional one.
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according to individual performances when agents realized output (profits or utility level in

the case of financial markets) depends on (i) their ability, (ii) an idiosyncratic noise, (iii)

a common shock experiencecí by all agents and (iv) a common risk which is large relative

to the idiodyncratic risk. Those conditions are often met in financial markets: competing

agents often face marketwide ( exogenous) shock and do not face any idiosyncratic risk. For

example, traders often have access to the same information but interpret this information

in different ways, hence using different trading strategies.

Finally, our model is very different from models ofherding in which agents move sequentially

and have to choose, between "following the crowd" and using their private information~. We

do not address the issue of what type of information agents use when making their invest-

ment decision (i.e., private information vs investment decisions by other agents). Rather,

we assume that it is common knowledge that investors have the same information about

the fundamental value of the asset. Thus, we concentrate on trading strategies in a markeL

in which informed agents (i) aim at maximizing their relative performance, (ii) have the

same information and (iii) trade simultaneously.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section I defines a relative performance equilib-

rium (hereafter RPE). Section II presents the model, shows existence and derives conditions

for uniqueness of a symmetric RPE. Section III derives some properties of the RPE when

it is unique. Sectiorr IV considers some extensions and Section V concludes.

1 Relative Performance Equilibrium

Consider a group of N agents who interact through a N-player normal-form symmetric

garne. Uenote .S the set of feasible strategies, x„(E S) a strategy played by agent n,

.~C -(x~,..., xN ) a vector of strategies, and P(x;, X-{;}) the payofí o! agent i when she

plays x; and her opponents play X-{i}. ~om these notations, a game is defined as a pair

(S, P).

Assume that players are compensated according to their relative performance in the game.

This can be done in several ways. To keep the model as simple as possible, we consider the

4Such modeLs include Scharfstein and Stein ( 1990), Froot, Scharfstein and Stein ( 1992) and Avery and'Lermsky

(1995).
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case in which agents sim at maximizing the difference between their own payoff ancí thc

averagc payoff realized in the game5. Therefore, we consider the following compensalion

scherne.

r(x.,X-{;}) - P(xs,X-{;}) - Ni 1~ P(xn,X-{n}) (1)
n~i

Hence, the objective of player i is to maximize C given the strategy played by her oppo-

nents ( i.e., X- {,})s. The main difference between the maximization of abso}ute performancc

and relative performance is that in the latter case a player takes into account the impact of

the strategy she plays on the payoffs of her opponents while in the former case she dces not.

Given the objective function of the players, we define a RPE and a symmetric RPE as

follows.

Definition 1: A relative performance equilibrium is a vector X' -(xi, ...,xN) such that

fora11i-1,...,N

x; E Argmax SC(x;, X' {:} )

Definition 2: a symmetric RPE is a vector X" -(x", ... , x") such that for all i

x" E ArgmaxSC(x, X~ {i} )

(2)

(3)

Two remarks should be made. First, from Definition 1, we deduce that a RPE of the game

(S, Y) is a Nash equilibrium of the game (S, C). Second, since we consider a finite number

of traders interacting in the same market, x" also represents an evolutionary stable strat-

egy of an evolutionary game in which the stage game is (S, P) (see Schaffer, 1958).

`'A natural alternative compc~nsation scheme would be such that players are compensated on the basis of thei

ranking but independently of the extent of their relative performance as is the case in tournaments.
sNote that the performance of agent i is taken into account in the average payoff realized in the game sina

C(x;, X r ,~) can be rewritten as

C(x.,X-{,}) - NN 1 I P(x;,X-t~}) - N~ P(x,.,X-{ní)JL n-~
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2 The model

2.1 Presentation of the model

We consider a model in the spirit of Kyle (1985). The economy contains two assets, a

risk-frce bond available in infinitely elastic supply with return normalizecí to one ancí a

risky asset traded in a single-auction market. After trade occurs, the liquidation value v

of the asset is realized. 'v is normally distributed with mean zero and variance ov. Three

kinds of agents participate in the market: informed traders, noise traders and a market

maker. There are N informed traders. Initially, they have the same wealth normalized to

zero. They observe the same signa] s- v" ~ è, where è is normally distributed with mean

zero and variance a?, and submit orders in (n - 1, ..., N). Noise traders together submit

an exogenous random quantity ï normally distributed with mean zero and variance aZ.

Market makers then clear the market and set prices p efficiently (in the semi-strong form)

conditiona] on the market aggregate demand y-~n in -}- ï (i.e., p- E("v~y)). It follows

that the profit realized by trader n is an -(v - p)xn.

Following De Long , Shleifer, Summers and Waldmann (1990), we consider two alternative

ways of ineasuring traders' absodute performance (hereafter PERF). The first measure

represents the realized profit (PERF -~r) and the second the utility (U) obtained from

the realized profit (PERF- U(a)) where the utility is given by

U(~) - -bexp(-~) (4)

with 6 1 0.

A trader is compensated according to his rvlative performance which is measured by the

difference between his realized absolute perfromance and the average absolute performance

realized in the market, i.e.,

C(~i, X--{i}) - a S PERF [~r(xi, X-{i}), - I ~ PERF [rr(xn, X-{n})J 1 (5)
l N - 1 n~i

with a E (0,1).
If PERF - n then the relative success is proportional to the relative realized profit. Im-

plicitly, this means that a higher performance is only generated by higher skills and thus

the tradcr should get the full credit for his performance. C,onversely, if PERF' -!1(~r)

and U is concave, agents evaluating traders are awsre that a higher realized pro6t may

result either from higher skill or from the combination of greater tisk and good luck.

As a consequence, a traders does not get the full credit for his good performance, i.e.,
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G(~:, X- {i} ) C a {~(xi~ X-{e}) - (~n~i ~(xn ~ X- {n} )) ~(N - 1) }.

Given the market game we consider, an additional condition is necessary in the definition

of a RPE with respect to Definition 1: market makers set prices efïrciently given the obser-

vation of the aggregate order flow. Therefore, a RPE is as follows.

Definition 3: In the market game, a RPE is a price p' and a vector X' (s) -(x~ (s), ... , xN(s) )

such that
N

P - E ~L~ ~ ï~ } x~ (6)
~-1

and for all i- 1, ..., N,

x~ (s) E ArgmaxF, [C(x;, X' {ti})~s~ (7)

The model captures the following ideas in a simple framework. Flrnd investors allocate

their capital into funds proportionately to the relative performance of the funds~ and in-

formed traders represent risk-neutral fund managers who are compensated on the basis of

the size of the fund they manage. Such a representation is consistent with the description

o( the organization of funds made by Khorana (1996) who explains that "the underlying

compensation contract of the investment advisor can provide the necessary incentives for

the advisor to regulate the behavior of the fund manager. The investment advisor's com-

pensation is directly linked the fund's size: the advisor receives a management feem based

on a percentage of average net asset held during the year. Since subsequent asset inflows

and outflows are highly correlated with the performance of the fund manager, the invest-

ment advisor has the requisite incentive to monitor manageríal behavior." In our model,

given managers' compensation schemes and the way investors allocate money into funds,

the incentives of fund managers are fully aligned with those of investment advisor. The

maximization of the fund size and the maximization of the relative performance are equiv-

alent.

Note that we do not question whether fund investors are right or wrong to evaluate fund

managers according to their relative performance. Rather, we study the consequenr.es of

such a behavior.

In the rest of the paper we restrict our attention to symmetric equilibria.

~S~ Ippolitn (1992), Sirri and Tufíano and Lettau (1997) for empirical evidence of such a behavior.
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2.2 Existence and uniqueness of a RPE

Proposition 1:

(i~ Assume PFRF - ~r. A RPE fails to exist.

(ii) Assurne PERF - U(rr). There exists a symmetric linear RPE, i.e., there exist ~' ancí

É3' such that for all n- 1, .. . , N, x~(s) - a`s and p - Q'(Na's f ï).

Proof: See Appendix.

Before interpreting the absence of equilibrium if investors are risk-neutral, three remarks

should be made. First, if investors are risk neutral, traders maximize their expected relativc

profit. Second, the participation of noise traders in the market ensures that E(v - p~.9) ~ 0

since traders have an informational advantage with respect to market makers. Third, given

the trading mechanism we consider, all traders buy (or sell) at the same price. Using these

three remarks, the absence of equilibrium when traders are risk neutral can be explained

as follows. Since E(v - p~s) ~ 0, traders expect the same strictly positive average profit.

"I'herefore, for any quantity traded by his opponents, a trader has an incentive to tradc

more aggressively (i.e., play a larger a) than they do in order to obtain larger profits. If

E(v - p~s) ~(G)0 they buy (short-sell) a larger quantity. It follows that there is no limit

to the quantity a informed traders is willing to buy and an equilibrium fails to exist.

Conversely, if the relative perfromance is measured by U(~r) then, by buying a larger quan-

tity, traders increase their expected profit but also increase the level of risk undertaken.

As a consequence, for a given quantity traded by his opponents, there is a limit to the

quantity that informed trader is willing to trade. The increase in trading aggressiveness as

the ]evel of absolute risk aversion decreases and its convergence to infinity as 6 goes to zero

are illustratecí in Figure 1. The upper line represents ~' as a function of b. As a elernent of

comparison, the lower line represents a in a symmetric linear equilibrium in which tracíers

maximize their absolute performance.

In order to perform some comparative statics, we derive conditions under which there exists

a unique symmetric RPE.

Proposition 2: (uniqueness) Assume PF,RF - U(a). 'I'here exists B such that for any

ratio there is a unique symmetric linear RPE.
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Pruuf: Sce Appendix.

3 Properties of the RPE

In this section, we derive some properties of the RPE strategy (when it is unique) ancí com-

pare the RYE strategy with the equilibrium strategy obtained when informed traders aim

at maximizing thcir expected absolute performance (i.e., E(PERF~s)). In what follows,

we will refer to such an equilibrium as an Absolute Performance Fquilibrium (or APE) and

denote by an incíex "A" variables refering to an APE. We derive the following proposition

and corollary.

Proposition 3: Uenote ~yc the equilibrium trading strategy when (i) PF.RF - U(~r),

(ii) traders maximize their absolute performance (i.e., E(PERF~s)) and (iii) traders act

as price takers. E~rrthermore, assume there exists a tmique symmetric linear RPE (i.e.,

o~~oé G ~. Then a' - ap~.

Proof: See Appendix.

Corollary 1: Assume there is a unique symmetric linear RPG. Then, (i) a' ) aA and (ii)

Var(u~pq) ~ Var(v~p').

Proof : Sc~e Appendix.

Proposition 3 means that in a RPE, traders neglect their market power and act as price

takers. Considering expected profits as revenues from trading activity and the risk borne as

the total cczst, this result can be interpreted as follows. Since traders buy at the same pricc.,

they expeca the same average profit. As a consequence the larger the quantity tracíed, the

larger the expected profit and the larger the total cost faced. It follows that if for some

quantity traded, an agent expects the same performance as his opponerrts and the average

revenue is larger than the marginal cost, then this agent has the possibility to "deviate "

from the previous quantity and perform better than his opponents. In an economy in which

agents act as price taker, since the equilibrium is such that the average revenue is equal to

the marginal cost, any deviation from this strategy leads to a lower performance relative to

competitors. Therefore, in an oligopolistic market in which agents are evaluated accorcíing

to relative performance, they neglect their market power and act as price takers.

One of the consequences of such aggressive strategies is a higher level of informational effi-
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ciency than in an APE (Corollary 1).

It should be remarked that the result that traders neglect their market power in a RPE

is independent of the number of competing agents. However, as the size of the market

increases, the influence of relative performance evaluation on trading strategies decreases.

As a matter of fact, as N increases, traders' market power decreases. As a consequence,

the difference in quantities traded in a RPE and in a APE decreases. This is illustrated by

Figure 2 which represents a' and a;q as functions of N.

Interpreting a RPE strategy as an evolutionary stable strategy our result extends the resLilts

of Palomino (1996) and Kyle and Wang (1997) who derive conditions under which a non-

performance-maximizing strategy can drive rational strategy out of the market. Proposition

3 states that if success breeds imitation, the price-taking strategy will be the one played

in the long nm. This result parallels that of Vega-Redondo (1997) who shows that in an

oligopolistic market in which firms have convex cost functions and success breeds imitation,

the only evolutionary stable strategy is the price taking strategy.

4 Extensions

Some of the assumptions made in the model may seem quite restrictive. In particular, one

can wonder how the assumption that all informed traders observe the same signal influences

the existence (or non-existence) of a RPE and the properties of such an equilibrium when

it exists. Also, we mentioned that informed traders represent fund managers compensated

on the basis of their relative performance and who maximize their expected income. One

would like to know how the assumption that informed traders are risk-neutral rather than

risk-adverse influences their trading strategy. In what follows, we first consider the case

in which that traders are heterogeneously informed and second, we assume that informed

traders are risk-adverse agents who maximize the expected utility of their income.

4.1 Heterogeneously informed traders

Assume that trader n (n - i, .... N) observes a private signal s`„ - v~ é„ where ër, . .., ëN

are independent realization of a random variable normally distributed with mean zero and

variance aP. We derive the following proposition

12



Proposition 4: Assume PGRF - a. There exists a unique symmetric linear RPG (p, X).

Defining
y `v a2Qe ~ - Oz

az (N~v ~- `Zoé ) ~Oe

strategies played by traders are x„ - as„ ( n - 1, ..., N) and the price st by the market

maker is p -,Q (~n 1~„ f z).

Proof: See Appendix.

Proposition 4 establishes that the non-existence of a RPE in Proposition 1(i) is the conse-

quence of the assumption that all informed traders observe the same signal. The reason for

the non-existence of a RPE when traders observe the same signal is that the only way to

make higher profits than the rest of the market by trading more aggressively than the rest

of the market does. Conversely, if traders are heterogeneously informed, a trader may trade

less aggressively than his opponents and expect a higher profit (given his private signal).

The reason is that E(s„~s,) G s;8. As a consequence, for any linear strategy x(s„) - as„

(n ~ i), there exists ~' G a such that if trader i plays the linear strategy x'(s;) - a~s;, he

expects (given his private signal) to perform better than his opponents.

If PF.RF - U(~r) a symmetric linear fails to exist. However, we strongly suspect, although

we do not prove, that there exist non-linear eyuilibria. The non-existence of a linear cqui-

librium comes from the specific form of the first-order-condition of relative performance

maximization. However, the forces leading to the existence of an equilibrium under the as-

sumption that traders observe the same signal are also at work in the case of heterogeneous

signals.

As in the previous section, we are interesting in analyzing the influence of relative perfor-
mance evaluation on trading strategies. Denote ~q„ - ~qs„ the strategy played by trader

n in an APE when PERF - ~r. We derive the following proposition.

Proposition 5: a ~ ~q.

Proof: See Appendix.

z
g~(Snls,) - o-~s;
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Proposition 5 is equivalent to Corollary 1(i). Relative performance maximization strength-

ens competition among informed agents and leads to more aggressive trading equilibrium

strategies with mspect to the case in which informed agents aim at maximizing their abso-

lute performance.

4.2 Risk-adverse informed traders

We now assume that informed traders are risk-averse agents who aim at maximizing the

utility obtained from their income and that their preferences are represented by

1
Ue - -ryexP(-1'C)

where C is given by (5) and ry 1 O9.

As in section 2, we first consider the case in which inlormed traders are evaluated on the

basis of their relative realized profit.

Proposition 6: Assume PERF - rr and traders maximize E[Ur(C)~s]. A RPE fails to

P.X1St.

Proof: 5ee Appendix.

The reason for the non-existence of a RPE is as in Proposition 1(i). For any quantity

~x~ traded by his opponents, an informed trader has incentives to trade a slightly larger

quantity ~x ~ e~. If e is small enough, then the expected utility gained from higher expected

profits is larger than the expected utility lost from the extra risk borne. As a consequence,

for any trading strategy played by his opponents, an informed agent has incentives to trade

more aggressively than they do. Hence, a RPE fails to exist.

We now consider the case in which the absolute performance index chosen is a concave

function of the realized profit. If PERF - U(a), a]inear RPE fails to exist if traders

maxirnize E[U~(C)~s]. Therefore, we consider the following absolute performance index.

PERF - rr - bVar(~r~s) (8)

9it should be noted that if as in the previous section, informed traders represent fund managers then, under

the assumption that traders maximize E[U~(C)], their incentives are no longer fully aligned with those of the

investment advisor. fíowever, the design of the optimal compensation contract in this specific case is beyopd the

scope of chis paper.
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"The performance index investors observe take into acc:ount both the realized profit and the

risk rmcícrtaken by traders given their private information~o. As before, the idea is that ií

a trader makes a larger profit than his opponents at the price of a riskicr strategy, this will

be considered partly as luck. As a consequence, the trader will not get the full credit for

the profit he has realized.

Note that we do not mean that both the profit realized and the strategy played are observcxí

separately. Under such an assumption, investors wotild be able to infer if the realized profit

is due to luck (low average profit and large quantity traded) or skills (large average profit

and low quantity traded).

Proposition 7: Assume PERF is given by (S) and informed traders maximize L[Uc(C)~s].

(i) There exists a symmetric linear RPE.

(ii~ There exists B such that for any ratio av~~e C ~, there is a unique symmetric linear

RPE.

(iii) Assume there exists a unique symmetric linear RPE and denote x"(s) - a"s the

equilibrium strategy played by informed traders. Then a" - ay~.

Proof: See Appendix.

Proposition 7 states that Propositions 1(ii), '2 and 3 still hold under the new assumptions.

Some "concavity" in the performance index chosen ensures the existence of a RPE. IIow-

ever, in equilibrium, traders ncglect their market power and act as price takers.

Propositions 6 and 7 show that when agents are compensated on the basis of their realized
relative profits, risk-aversion does not deter them from trading very aggressively.

5 Conclusion

Even in absence of relative-performance incentive fees, the competition for funds between

money managers generates relative peformance objective. In this article, we have analyzed

a market in which informed traders aim at maximizing their relative performance rather

then their absolute performance. We have shown that in oligopolistic markets relative

performance objective strengthens competition among traders. In particular, if informed

~~'CLis performance index is identical to that used in Palomino ( 1996).
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agents observe the same signal, then in equilibrium they act as price takers, independently

of the number of competing agents. It follows that in a perfectly competitive market, rela-

tive performance evaluatíon and absolute performance evaluation lead to the same trading

strategy. Conversely, if traders have some market power, relative performance maximiza-

tion leads to riskier trading strategies than absolute performance maximization.

Such a result has both welfare increasing and welfare decreasing consequences. First, fimd

managers do not act in the interest of fund investors making them worse off than if man-

agers were evaluated on the basis on their absolute performance. Sewnd, aggressive trading

strategies lead to a higher degree of informational efficiency. It follows that the maximiza-

tion of relative performance by informed traders reduces the losses due to asymmetric

ínformation sufíered by uninformed traders.

Our results can also be interpreted in a evolutionary setup and extend the results on the

survival of irrationa] agents in financial markets (i.e., non profit or utility maximizers).

We have shown that a relative performance equilibrium strategy survives the market test

against any other strategy.

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1:

Proof oj (i~. Consider an equilibrium vector of strategies X'(s) -(xi(s), .. ., x~,(s)) such

that, E(v~s) - p(x~,...,x;`,) ~ 0. First, assume that this equilibrium is asymmetric. It

means that there exists i such that (N - 1)x~ G ~~~sx~ and there exists k such that

(N - 1)xk 1~~~k x~. If E(`v~s) - p(xj, ... , xN) ~ 0 then agent i is better off deviating

and playing (N - 1)-r (~~~,x~). If E(v`~s) - p(xi,...,xN) G 0 then agent k is better off

deviating and playing (N - 1)-r (~~~k x~). As a consequence, an asymmetric equilibrium

in which traders expect positive profits fails to exist.

Second, assume there exists a symmetric linear equilibrium, i.e., for all i, x; (s) - x'(s). It

follows that for all agents, C(x'(s), ... , x'(s)) - 0. Then, if E(v~s) -p(x', ... , x') )( G)0,

then there exists x' ~( G)x' such that all agents have incentives to deviate from x' and

play x'. As a consequence, a symmetric equilibrium in which agents expect pasitive profits

fails to exist.
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[t follows that if there exists an equilibrium, it is such that agents expect zero profits.

Assume now that agents play linear strategy. Since p - E(v~ ~N 1 x; f z), we deduce that

F,(v~s) - p(xi, ... , xN) ~ 0. As a consequence, a linear RPG fails to exist.

~~7'ODf Of ~22~.

Step 1. Assume that market makers set linear prices, i.e, p- Q(~„ x„ ~ z), then, in a

symmetric equilibrium, informed agents play linear strategies (x„ - as).

Let
f y ( N l z z

V(x„X-{t})- L ~Vo}aé -RI ~x~ I 2:- x?óraz}~p -FQz~z~
`~-~ I `

(q)

Then, the expected utility of agent i is

E[U(x;, X-{~})~3] - -exp[-~(x.,X-{,})1 (]o)

and the expected relative performance is

E[~(x.,X-{,})~s~ - N1 l~exp[-V(xn,X-{„})~s]-exp[-V(x;,X-{,})~Sl (11)
n~t

Now, assume that all agents n~ i play the same strategy x' and ]et X' {t} represents the

corresponding vector (of dimension n- 1) of strategies. Then, the first order condition of

relative performance maximization is

r 2 r ( 2 2
Q2Í(xi,x')~-So2}az-(N-1)Qx'-2x,IQ-l-bloz-~oz}`~za~~ ~eXp[-V(xt,X~{t})]-0.

l v e L ` v e
(12)

where

Í(x., 2)- eXp S- L~z } aP - Q((N - 1)x f x;) I~ f izb
`a2} a~ } Qz~zl ~

(13)

In a symmetric equlilibrium, agent i plays the same sJtrategy x' as her opponents. It follows

that f(s', i)- exp[-V(x', X' {~})]. Thus, equation (12) simplifies to

r r z z z

LNQ -f- 2b I~z
f az

f QzoZ~ x- oz~~ ~z
` v e „ e

(14)

"fherefore, if market makers set linear prices and informed agents play symmetric strategies,

then they play a linearstrategy x- a's where

1V~i(ov f Qe) f 26[ovoé -f Qz(ov } aé)~i]
(15)
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Uncíer the assumption that informed agents play symmetric strategies x- 1's, the seconcí

orcí~x conciition of relative performance maximization is equivalent to

r ( zz
-2 I Q f 6 I o2 f az ~- ~za~ G 0 (16)

L `v e

Therefore, the strategy x-~'s represents a maximum.

.Step 2. Assume that agents trade quantities ï„ - a„s (n - 1, .. ., N). Then market makers

set linear prices prices p- Q(~j ïj f- z).

Competition among market makers implies

p-E~'v~~ï;~z"~ (17)
~

Given the assumption of normal distribution, this implies

z
(~j ~j ~v

i1- 2 ~~ïj~Z~ (18)
~~j ~j` (av ~ aé) } OZ 1`Ll~

Hence, we take

Q - ~`~~ ~~~ ~~ (19)

~~j .'j I 2 (OV } ae ) } ay

Step 3. Derivation of the equilibrium.

Etom Steps 1 and 2, we derive that a symmetric equilibrium is a solution of the system

oí equations (15) and (19). Putting (19) in (15), we see that the RHS of (15) is bounded

above and is strictly positive at a- 0. As a consequence, equation (15) as at least one

positive rea] solution. Therefore, there exists a symmetric linear RPE. ~

Proof of Propositiorr 2: Let

ancí

Nz~z

- Nz~z(o,z, } ~é) } o~
1~(a) -

C(a) -
Nz~z

-
~N~~~(w f ~e) ~ oz~~

Then, equation ( 15) can be rewritten as

(20)

(21)

( 2
1 - 11(~) - 2a6 I oe i-G(~1)avaZ - 0 (2~)

(o~ f aé `(a? f aé
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First, note that for all a

and for all a G 0,

z
~2~02 - H(~)ov 1 0

e

2 1
2~'óav a2~ az ~- G(~)ovaz I G 0

e 1

As a consequence, equation (22) has no negative solution.

Second, denote F(a) the LHS of (22). We derive

dF - 2óor[N~a~(o~}oé)}o~~3}2N~ao;(o~}a~)2[N~a~(o~}o~)}o;[
da - - (o~}o~)~N~a~(v~}o~)}0;~3

N~a'~'o2(0'}0~)[o'-NZa'(o'}o')[
(v~to~)ÍN'a'(o~}o~)to:~3

(23)

The numerator of d.F~da is a polynomia] of degree 6. The ccefficient of a4 is N46aZ(ov i-

oe)(o? -6a~). All other coefficients are negative. It follows that if au~Qe G 6, then F(a) is

monotone decreasing on (0, foo). Thus, the equation F(a) - 0 has a unique solution. As

a consequence, taking B- 6, we have the desired result. O

Proof of Proposition 3: First, assume that traders play linear strategies. Then the

market makers set linear prices p- Ci(~~ ï~ f z) where ,(j is given by equation (19).

Second, given that traders act as price takers and maximize their absolute performance,
the problem they face is equivalent to maximizirtg E(v' - p~s)x - 226Var(v~s). It implies
that

E(ïi - P~s)
xpt - 26Var(v`~s)

Then, in a symmetric equilibrium in which the market makers set ]inear prices

(24)

~pc -
N,~(ov f oe) f 26[ovoe f Q2(ov f oé)~i[ (`L5)

This is equilvalent to xyt - ~'s where ~` is given by ( 15). It follows that apt - a' and

~pt - I-i'. 0

Proof of Corollary 1: Let

Í (~) -
Naov

(N~)2(av f oe) f a~

OvS
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"[~hcn ,~n - f(~a) and Qi - .f(~').

Proof oj (i). In an APF, the first order condition of utility maximization together with the

assumption of a symmetric equilibrium yields

a-
02u (27)

-(N -~ 1)(av f oé)Q f 26 [avoé f i2(Qv } Qé)Qz[

It follows that aq is a positive solution of

02
~-(N f 1)(ov f oe)Ï(~) f 2b [avoé -1- (av ~ áé)aZ.Ï2(~)] ('18)

Now, from the proof of Proposition 3 and the assumption of uniqueness, we deduce that ~'

is the unique positive solution of

v2
~- N(av } oé).f(~) -~ 26[ovoé f(ov f aé)~Zf2(~)~

(29)

For any ~, The RHS of (29) is strictly larger than the RHS of (28). This implies that

i~' ~ ~q.

Proof oj (ii).
2 -r

Var-r(v~P) - Var-]
`vls` } N~Í(~)~ - ov 2}(ae ~ N~f(a))

It is straightforward that Naf( ~) is monotonic increasing in a. As a consequence Var (v` ~pq ) 1

Var (u~p`). O

Proof of Proposition 4:

Step 1. Assume that market makers set linear prices, i.e., p- ~3(~n xn f z), and all traders

i. ~ n play a linear strategy xi(s) - a;s;. Then, trader n plays linear strategy xn(sn) -~nsn.

~i~n ~isi
~.(xni X-{n}) - ~v - Q ~~ ~iSi ~ Z ~ 2n ~2n - N - f ~ (30)

i~n

and
j 2 r r J~ S

~[~~(~n~X-{n})~Snl -
(a?} oe) I f- N-lR`~i) S nyn-R~n-~ (v-~~~isi) ~Nn 1` i~n i~n

(31)

It follows that the first-order condition of relative performance maximization yields xn -

ansn with
1-tv-2 ~. oz

( ~y-. ] Q ~i~n i v

~n - 2Q(o~ f Qé)
(32)
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.Step 2. "I'here exists a symmetric linear ItPE.

Assume trader n- 1, ..., N play a strategy xn - asn. Then, proceeding as in the proof of

Proposition 1, we have

2Nao„
P- ~2n-fz

Na2(No~ f o? ) f oZ n-]

It follows that

(33)

N~Qv

Q- N~2(Nav f oé ) f QZ (34)
Ftom (3`2), we derive that in a symmetric linear equilibrium

02

~ - Q(Nav f 2oé )
(35)

Ilence, a symmetric linear equilibrium is a solution of the system of equations (34) and

(35). The unique solution of this system is

V,yOvOe ~ - Qz

Q-~z(NQv~20e) V,vOe

0

Proof of Propo.~ition 5: Proceeding as in the Proof of Proposition 4, one shows that

equation (34) still holds and that in a symmetric linear APE

~ - ~i[(N f 1)0~ ~ 2ae)]

Comparing equations ( 34) and (36), it is straightforward that ~ 1 aq. O

(36)

Proof of proposition 6: If C(z,,, X-n )- a j~r xn, X-- ~' "x-~'X~ ~ then the{ } l ( { n}) - ~r-]

maximization of F,[U~(C)~s] is equivalent to maximizing

` 2
~ a?s ~ 11 ~ - 1 ~ -ary ~ - I 1 i o~o? -" .i ~ xi } yn ll J ~n ~ ~i ~n ~`

v~fo~ -Q ~~n N-li~n 2 N-I~

The first-order condition of maximization yie.lds

-~ 2 2 N-2
a~7 } [ly-] (vÍo7 }Q az) - jV-jQ, ~i~nZi

T.n - -
i o~o~ 2 Zi2~i f ary `~o~ } Q oiJ

It follows that in a symmetric linear equilibrium (i.e., for all n- 1, ..., N, xn - as),

02~ - v

NQ(~u f aé)

ozv

(37)

(38)
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Naov
Q-(N~)2(~v f oé ) f oi

"Che system of equations ( 38) and ( 39) has no real solution. ~

(39)

Proof of Proposition 7: Under the assumption that PERF is given by (8) and informed

traders rnaximize F,[U~(C,')~s~, then the program informed traders effectively sOlvc: ls

j Y 1I
MaX I o~7 - Q(~i~n xi f xn~J ~xn - Nl 1 ~i~n xir l

2
- I 2~xn - nr~~ Li~n xi~ ~ b~xn - ryl. ~~i~n xi ~

The first order condition of maximization yields

r o~o~ 2 2 l
ló~ ~~j ozl

xn - o~` } ~N ~o~` }QZaz~ - N-~Q~ ~,~nxj 40

2Q f(ary -~ 26) (ó~ f Rzo~~
()

We deduce that in a symmetric equilibrium

z z 1 2
NQ -~ 2b a2}áé f QzaÍ I x- ova}óé (41)

'I'his equation is identical to (14). As a consequence, the rest of the proof is identical to the

proofs of Propositions 1, 2 and 3. O
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